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Youtube video: 6 problems with our school system

- Current system was designed in the industrial age (mass production), hasn’t changed for

over 100 years
- Educate children by badges and bells
- Awarded for doing exactly what you’re told (behaviour, following instructions)
- Today has changed, modern world values creativity, collaboration
- Problem: Lack of autonomy and control
- System sending a dangerous message, that they are not in charge of their own lives
- Problem: Inauthentic learning
- Most learning in school is inauthentic, all memorization, info gone day after exam
- Learning could be more than this, except this is the only thing we measure and test scores

are bias
- Problem: No room for passions and interest

- Too standardized of a system, doesn't respect differences, hard to find your own passion,
no room in current education system

- So many famous/talented people
- Problem: Differences in how we learn

- How much time we take, different tools and resources
- Problem: Lecturing

- Fundamentally dehumanizing experience, students bored, confused, behind, technology
has made it possibly for children to catch up yet the system is not leveraging these
opportunities

- School system has become outdated - need a fundamental change

History of inclusion
- People who have learning or physical disabilities/limitations
- Early history - exclusion

- First educational institutions reserved for privileges classes, not everyone got to go to
school

- Handicaps were essentially excluded from general society
- 1800s - institutionalization

- Separate residential schools provided (for the deaf, blind), sent by physician
- Not necessarily a good place for these people to be (assault cases)

- 1900-1950 - segregation
- Egerton Ryerson educational reformer
- Large scale movement towards publicly supported schooling
- Residential schools became larger
- Despite reforms still wanted to keep the special needs kids out of normal schools

- 1950s-1960s - categorization
- Push to improve education for handicap students, integrate them into normal classroom
- Parents speaking up and pushing for this
- Different categorizations, different disabilities
- Gifted kids in one class, others, less smart kids, special ed classes
- Residential schools declining
- Most parents chose to NOT put their kids in gifted classes

- 1970s - integration
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- Referring to social class the answer is no, the attainments of wealthy youth remain higher
than poorer youth

- Parental education, income, occupational prestige strong predictors of children’s school
success, not only in Canada but other Western nations

- These disparities surface at all stages of schooling (starts at young age with lower levels of
language ability and reading, this shapes the readiness of children when they enter school)

- By high school kids with university educated parents score higher on reading math science
compared to peers with less educated parents

- These developmental gaps have an impact on later attainments in life
- Youth from lowest family income are 3 times more likely to drop out of high school than

those of higher
- Recent data suggests that this gap continues although its size has shrunk in the last

decade
- Socio economic gradient: imagines inequality as an elongated graded social hierarchy
- A family is positioned on the hierarchy according to their parental educational attainment,

occupation, income
- Steeply sloped gradients signify high unequal attainments
- 40% of kids in families where income is 20k or less experience academic delays where as

only 10% of kids from the wealthiest homes had any delays
- Socio economic gradients persist from K- age 15 and continue in time
- Another example of gradient highlights the likelihood of having a university degree varies by

both parents educational backgrounds - shows influence of SES on likelihood of earning a
university degree

- Also shows that women have started to earn more university degrees than men and this
growth has occurred for women from both higher and lower SES

- SES gradients have 4 important characteristics:
- They occur at all levels of schooling
- They persist no matter how many other factors taken into account
- The gradient is robust across different measures of education and SES
- The SES gradient has persisted over time and space

Inequality: schools, families and environments 
- James Coleman writes report on educational inequality in the US
- 1960s - most believed that unequal high school outcomes (grades, scores, dropouts)

stemmed from resource inequality that existed between schools (funding regulations,
budgets, teacher salaries, class sizes, libraries)

- Found that resource inequalities had some impact, but students achievement was much
better predicted by students family SES

- Concluded that a students success was more powerfully created by their family based
preparation for school rather than school resources

- *** family background most important indicator
- Family background mattered more among wealthier nations, school affects are mattered

more across poorer areas
- Affluent families learn to ‘play the game’ and prepare their children better for schooling
- Summer school (seasonal schooling) contributes to these gaps, grow over the summer
- Seasonal learning design study: during fall and winter months schools tend to reduce

learning gaps along SES lines, but during the summer when kids are not in school these
gaps widen

- Children from lower SES backgrounds suffer summer setback, whereas kids from
affluent backgrounds continued to acquire skills during the summer months

- Not all families can provide equal learning opportunities throughout the summer, poorer
families have less money or time to read and practice with children, send them to
educational summer camps
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- The girls learn to consider gender inequality, think about its relevance in their lives, become
comfortable talking about it and become apart of the solution

- Think about the many girls who still have no opportunities, be grateful for the many
opportunities and pathways they can choose to become in their lives

- Ms Harris encourages her class to follow their dreams, take advantage of their privileges,
understand how the women who fought for them, gender inequality is indidiviualized, devoid
this notion

- They are economically privileged and can do whatever they dream, girl power
- The girls at girls high are within girl power and class privilege but seem to be unaware of the

larger issues of gender inequality around the world, no personal connection to inequality as
they come from encouraging, wealthy families

CHAPTER 15: School and Work 

Introduction

- Preparing people for work is done directly in the provision of skills and knowledge necessary

for work and indirectly, through the development of aptitudes and credentials
- Criticism of relevant schooling has been over the ‘failure’ of schools to offer the kinds of

preparation that workers require for today’s labour market
- This criticism of schooling has been referred to as a postindustrial society in which the

service sector work and knowledge related activities are taking the place of industrial work
- Concept of brain drain has drawn attention to the processes by which people with desirable

qualifications and skills are widely sought by governments

Contemporary Demands for Educational Reform: The Mismatch between schooling and jobs

- Promotion of educational reform has become a central component of labour market

strategies in advanced industrial nations
- There is a renewed interest for human capital because of the need to develop new products

to increase productivity
- Education is prominent because it ensures basic knowledge education and social skills for

potential workers and consumers
- A 2012 report, highlights investment in skills, posed as a “global currency” in contemporary

economies, through better integration between initial education, lifelong learning, and
employment settings

- Many proposed educational reforms call for enhanced early childhood education and
improved support services including for disadvantaged groups

- The learning agenda signifies major shifts in education as it increases the publics
expectations about education which places more pressure on educators even if those
educators do not have the resources, they need to do their job

- The new economy discourse contains both explicit and implicit indictments of educators
and the systems in which they work:
- its implementation involves measures to contain costs, ensure accountability, outline

explicit performance indicators and pose education as a competition aligned closely with
market-based economy activities

Educational Reform and Life Course Transitions

- Since mid 1980’s reports outline the expectations that the new economy holds for education

and training in a context driven by globally competitive economic development
- Reports begin with an overview of the nature and size of the education industry
- The education is questioned regarding productivity, quality, and returns on investment in a

highly competitive environment
- Canada and most provinces do relatively poorly on adult literacy, numeracy and problem-

solving skills
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- A general university degree provides a ticket to more higher education
- High school and community college degrees have the disadvantage that cannot lead to

advanced programs or degrees
- Credentials now are forms of insurance
- Higher education expansion comes from places beyond the typical schooling today, such as

early childhood programs aimed at boosting general skills, top up classes
- The change in modern technology requires more skill today

Selection: The upward migration of accommodation
- High schools seen as too competitive, “mall like”
- Been blamed for limiting the opportunities of disadvantaged youth by streamed,

overrepresented in applied streams
- Called ‘elitism’
- “knowledge economy” and the “forgotten half” suggesting that some students don’t have

what it takes to handle the demanding academic curriculum
- Many Canadian school systems implementing new vocational programs, job relevant forms

of schooling
- This lesser demand for secondary level vocational education may fuel for higher education

universally
- Pressures for institutional accommodation in higher education
- Administrators want to retain greater numbers of students sometimes because equality but

often to generate tuition and government revenue
- To compete for students many universities and colleges make new priorities on student

satisfaction
- Todays universities are thinking more about ‘their customers’
- Student course evaluations, pouring money into better student facilities like pubs, gyms
- Offering classes at night, online or on the weekends making school more accessible to those

juggling jobs and families at the same time as school
- Just like shopping malls in the 1980s todays post secondary institutions are more

accommodating
- Failing students are now seen as problems in particular academic programs rather than the

student being the problem
- Most universities are inconvenient to some respects but retain a key advantage by being the

most difficult to get into than certain competitors

Selection: Change and stability at the individual level

- Structure of schools changing
- While all youth are attaining more education, class disparities remain large, gender and racial

disparities have shrunk
- The future of class disparities is uncertain
- In Canada they may worsen if tuition keeps increasing, huge financial barriers for poorer

students
- The impact of social background on school attainment appears to be strengthening with

time
- Advantaged families play the game, develop strategies to boost their children competitive

advantage (tutors, private schools)

Organization: More privatization?

- Public school systems pressured to offer more choice in types of schools and programs
- Parents and students see themselves as school’s customers
- Schools of choice and private schools are on the rise in Canada
- Without funding changes private schooling is unlikely to grow far beyond current levels

because most families cannot afford them
- Instead, more choice inside the public school system
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